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We present an octonionic N = 1 superﬁeld action that reproduces in components the action of Bagger
and Lambert for M2 branes. By giving an expectation value to one of the scalars we obtain the maximally
supersymmetric superﬁeld action for D2 branes.
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1. Introduction
Despite its importance for M-theory and higher-spin gauge theory holography1 AdS4/CFT3 correspondence is essentially unexplored in
comparison to its AdS5/CFT4 counterpart. Presumably, the main reason has been the lack so far of a manifestly maximally superconformal
invariant (2 + 1)-dimensional theory similar in status to N = 4 SYM in 3 + 1 dimensions. It seems possible that this obstacle has been
overcome by the proposal of Bagger and Lambert [2–5] of a N = 8 superconformal theory in 2 + 1 dimensions, with a non-standard
gauge structure based on 3-algebras. This theory has attracted very much interest in the past few months and many interesting results
have appeared. Multiple M2 branes have been discussed in [7–11,13,14,16,17,28,30,41]. The relation of M2 to D2 branes was elucidated in
[7,12,23,25,26,43]. Algebraic aspects of 3-algebras have been discussed in [6,15,19,22,24,33,37,38,40]. General aspects of three-dimensional
Chern–Simons theories and extensions have been discussed in [20,36] and also in [18,21,27,29,31,32,34,35]. Very recently, an interesting
class of U (N) × U (N) Chern–Simons theories that may describe multiple M2 branes have been discussed in [39,41,42].
In this short note, we present an N = 1 superﬁeld action whose component expansion gives the BL theory for a 3-algebra with totally
antisymmetric structure constants f abcd . We use real three-dimensional superﬁelds both for the matter as well as for the Chern–Simons
part of the action. The crucial point is the use of the octonionic self-dual tensor in the construction of the real superpotential. In this way,
the superpotential is only manifestly SO(7) invariant. However, for specially chosen couplings, the component action coincides with the BL
action, and hence full SO(8) symmetry is restored. We believe that octonions will play a fundamental role in future studies of AdS4/CFT3.
Our motivation comes in part from corresponding studies in AdS5/CFT4 where the N = 1 formulation of N = 4 SYM has been an
extremely eﬃcient tool for studies of anomalous dimensions, non-renormalization properties and integrability. We believe that our N = 1
action will be similarly useful in this case too.
As a simple test for our action we follow [7] and demonstrate that giving an expectation value in one of the scalar superﬁelds, our
action yields the maximally supersymmetric YM theory in 2+ 1 dimensions, as it should.
2. TheN = 1 superﬁeld action
We consider eight real N = 1 superﬁelds2 as
Φ Ia = φ Ia + θα,8˙Γˆ I8˙Aψ Aα,a − θ2F Ia, I, A = 1,2, . . . ,8, (1)
where a denotes the index of the three-algebra algebra with structure constants f abcd . We use the SO(8) triality tensor Γ I
A A˙
, I, A˙, A =
1,2, . . . ,8. In the representation where Γˆ I
8˙A
= −δ IA (see Appendix B), choosing the superspace coordinate to point in the 8˙ direction we
have essentially made equivalent the vector and one of the two spinorial representations of SO(8). We use the notation of [46] summarized
along with other useful relations and conventions in Appendix A.
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1 For a general discussion see [1].
2 Earlier works on the superﬁeld formulation of Chern–Simons theories coupled to matter include [44,45].
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DαΦ Id − f abcdΓ αabΦ Ic
)2 + α f abcd(DαΓ βab)(DβΓαcd)




ΓαcdΓβef + kf abcdC I J K LΦ IaΦ Jb ΦKc Φ Ld
]
. (2)
Apart from the overall normalization, the only adjustable parameter is the coupling constant of the real superpotential. Nevertheless, we
keep all coeﬃcients α,β,γ ,k arbitrary having in mind possible generalizations of the action (2).
The crucial point is the use of the self-dual3 eight-dimensional tensor CI J K L , I, J , K , L = 1,2, . . . ,8 that describes the embeddings of
SO(7) into SO(8) [47–50]. Its properties are brieﬂy recalled in Appendix B. Hence, the presence of the superpotential implies that (2) has
only SO(7) manifest global symmetry. Our strategy is to ﬁx the coeﬃcients in (2) by comparing the resulting component action with the
one of BL. In this way, the SO(7) symmetry is enhanced to SO(8) and hence we achieve maximal supersymmetry.
We detail next the various projections.





DαΦ Id − f abcdΓ αabΦ Ic
)2]∣∣
θ=0
= −2γ F I d F I d − 2γ φ I dφ I d − 2γ iψα I d∂αβψβ I d + 2γ f abcd f ef gd Aμab Aμef φ I cφ I g
− γ f abcd
[−φ I c(γμ)αγ Aμab∂γ αφ I d − (∂αγ φ I d)(γμ)γ α Aμabφ I c + 2iψγ c I (γμ)γ α Aμabψ I dα + 4λαabψ I dα φ Ic]
= 2γ (∇μφ I d)(∇μφ I d)− 2iγψαd I∇βαψ I dβ − 2γ F Id F I d − 4γ f abcdλαabψ I dα φ Ic , (3)
where






































d + 4F Iaφ J bφK cφLd
]
. (6)
The equations of motion for the auxiliary ﬁelds read
F Ia = k
γ

























f bcda f ef gaC
I







































































φ J , φK , φL
])
. (9)
To arrive at the last line we have used the contraction of the self-dual form [47,48,50]
C I OMNC
I J K L = δ[ J O δK MδL]N − 9C K L OMδ JN . (10)
It is also crucial that the third line in (9) vanishes. This can be shown for a general 3-algebra with totally antisymmetric structure constants
f abcd . Indeed, using the fundamental identity
f bcda f ef ga = f ef da f bcga + f ef ba f cdga + f ef ca f dbga (11)
in the relevant part of the third line of (9) we obtain after some relabeling












d = −2 f bcga f ef daCK LOMφ Je φKf φLgφOb φMd φ Jc = −2 f bcda f ef gaCK LOMφ Je φKf φLgφOb φMc φ Jd , (12)
where we have also used the antisymmetry of CK LOM . Hence this term vanishes.
Putting everything together we arrive at the component action
3 Similar result can be obtained using the anti-self-dual tensor.





(∇μφ I d)(∇μφ Id)− 2γ iψα I d∇βαψ I dβ − 4α f abcdμνρ Aμab∂ν Aρcd − 2β f cda g f ef gbμνρ Aμab Aνcd Aρef
+ 6kf abcd
(
CI J K L + γ
2
6kα


















φ I , φ J , φK
])]
. (13)
Now, in our representation we have
ψα Ia = Γˆ I8˙AψαAa = −δ IAψαAa , (14)
so that for the spinor kinetic term we have




, β = −1
6
, γ = −1
4
, k = − 1
24
, (16)














f abcdμνρ Aμab∂ν Aρcd + 13 f
cda
g f
ef gbμνρ Aμab Aνcd Aρef
− 1
4









φ I , φ J , φK
])]
. (17)
This coincides exactly with the Bagger and Lambert action given in [3]. To see that, notice that in our notations we use the purely imagi-
nary charge conjugation matrix C to raise and lower spinor indices. Therefore for a real Majorana spinor ψ we have the identiﬁcations
(ψ¯)α = (ψ T C)α = Cαβψβ = ψα = i(ψ¯BL)α, (18)


























β = i(γ μ)β
α
. (20)
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3. M2 to D2
As a simple test for our action (21) we give an expectation value to one of the scalars. Following [7] we expect that the resulting
action will be the maximally supersymmetric YM theory in 2 + 1 dimensions for the gauge group SU(2). We split the I = 1, . . . ,8 index
of the scalar superﬁeld as I → (i,8) with i = 1, . . . ,7 and the SO(4) index aˆ = 1, . . . ,4 as aˆ → (a, x) with a = 1, . . . ,3. Then we give an
expectation value to the scalar superﬁeld which we identify with the dimensionful coupling constant of the 2+ 1 SYM as〈
Φ8x
〉 = gYM. (22)
For the spinor superﬁeld we deﬁne
Γ αax ≡ Aαa , (23)
abcΓ αab ≡ Bαc . (24)






− aˆbˆcˆ dˆΓ α aˆbˆΦ Icˆ
)2 = γ [∇αΦ id∇αΦ id + ∇αΦ8d∇αΦ8d + DαΦ ixDαΦ ix
+ Bαd
(
2Φ ix∇αΦ id + 2gYM∇αΦ8d − 2Φ idDαΦ ix
)+ Bαd Bdα(g2YM + Φ ixΦ ix)+ Bαc B gαΦ icΦ ig], (25)
where we deﬁned the gauge covariant derivative
∇αΦ id = DαΦ id − 2bcd Aαb φic . (26)
(ii) Superpotential term:








= 4kbcdc jkl gYMΦ jbΦkcΦld + · · · , (27)
where the dots indicate subleading terms in the large gYM limit which we have discarded.
































To arrive in the last line we have used the fact that in the Wess–Zumino gauge DαΓα is vanishing and DαΓβ can be symmetrized.
Next, we derive the equations of motions for the B auxiliary superﬁeld neglecting the terms cubic in B and also terms of the form
B2Φ2, as in [7]. We thus obtain


















W αd + 2γ
(
Φ ix∇αΦ id + gYM∇αΦ8d − Φ idDαΦ ix
)]2 + 4kbcdc jkl gYMΦ jbΦkcΦld




















d + . . . , (31)











Rescaling the gauge superﬁeld as in [7] A → 1/2A we see that W αd Wdα gives the right SYM kinetic term in the Wess–Zumino gauge and
























This is the superﬁeld Lagrangian for maximally supersymmetric YM in 2 + 1 dimensions for SU(2). It is intriguing to notice that the
Lagrangian (33) is remarkably similar to the octonionic N = (1,1) sigma model (in two dimensions) of [51].
4. Conclusions
We have presented an N = 1 superﬁeld action in three dimensions that in components gives the Bagger–Lambert action for a general
3-algebra with totally antisymmetric structure constants f abcd . Crucial in our construction were the self-dual octonionic tensors CI J K L .
Although the tensors are SO(7) invariant, we have shown that a special choice of the parameters in the action enhances the global
symmetry to SO(8). We have demonstrated that a superhiggs mechanism yields the maximally supersymemtric (2+ 1) YM theory on D2
branes, curiously in a formalism resembling a two-dimensional sigma model. We hope that our superﬁeld action and its generalizations
can be used in N = 1 superﬁeld calculations that should shed more light into the AdS4/CFT3 correspondence.
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Appendix A. Superspace notations
In this appendix we collect the useful identities for our superﬁelds and gamma matrices. We follow Superspace [46].
The component ﬁeld deﬁnitions are as
Φ Ia
∣∣ ≡ φ Ia, DαΦ Ia∣∣ ≡ ψ Iαa,
D2Φ Ia








∣∣ ≡ i(γμ)βα Aμab − δβα Bab, D2Γ αab∣∣ ≡ 2λαab + i∂αβ χβab,
DαΓβab
∣∣ ≡ i(γμ)αβ Aμab + δαβ Bab, 1 DβDαΓβab
∣∣ ≡ λαab.2
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purely immaginary totally antisymmetric symbol Cαβ is used to raise and lower spinor indexes according to the ↘ convention






γ δ = δγ[αδδβ],
ψα = ψβCβα, ψα = Cαβψβ, ψ2 = 1
2
ψαψα.





































V0 + V1 V2
V2 V0 − V1
)
.
Then the following relations hold:




























































= 2iμνσ , 012 = 1.
We conclude with some useful relations for three-dimensional D-algebra computations:
DαDβ = i∂αβ + δαβD2, DαDβ = i∂αβ − δβαD2,
D2Dα = −i∂αβDβ, DαD2 = i∂αβDβ,
D2Dα = i∂αβDβ, DαD2 = −i∂αβDβ,
DαDβDα = 0, ∂αβ∂γ β = δαγ,
D2D2 =, DαD2Dα = −2,
D2DαD
2 = −Dα, = ∂μ∂μ = 1
2
∂αβ∂αβ .
Appendix B. Octonionic conventions
In the octonion algebra we can choose a basis of elements
{1, ei}, i = 1, . . . ,7
such that
eie j = ci jkek − δi j,
where the tensor ci jk is totally antisymmetric with non-vanishing entries:
c123 = c147 = c165 = c246 = c257 = c354 = c367 = 1.
We can also introduce the seven-dimensional dual of the structure constants:
ci jkl = 16i jklmnoc
mno.
Combining these two objects one can construct an SO(7) invariant tensor CI J K L I, J ,K ,L=1,...,8 which is self dual in 8 dimensions, by taking:
Cijk8 = ci jk, Cijkl = ci jkl.
Octonionic structure constants can be used to construct SO(8) gamma matrices. For instance a suitable representation of the triality tensor
that enters BL susy transformations is given by:
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Γ i
)
A A˙ = ci A A˙ + δ8 A˙δAi − δ8Aδ A˙i, i = 1, . . . ,7, A, A˙ = 1, . . . ,8,(
Γ 8
)
A A˙ = δA A˙, ci8 A˙ = ciA8 = 0.
Deﬁning Γˆ I
A˙ A
= (Γ T )I
A˙ A




0 Γ I A A˙
Γˆ I A˙ A 0
)
, γ Iγ J + γ Jγ I = 2δ I J .
With the above deﬁnitions it can be shown that












) = C I J AB + δ IAδ JB − δ IBδ JA,
so that the antisymmetrized product of Γ ’s of the scalar-fermion interaction can be written by means of the CI J K L tensor.
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